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Radiographic Pathology for Technologists, 5th Edition concisely presents the indispensable

information on pathologic processes you need on a daily basis, with detailed coverage of 150 of the

most commonly diagnosed injuries and abnormalities. Each chapter begins with an explanation of

anatomy and physiology. Imaging considerations for each disease are categorized by type and

followed by a description of its radiographic appearance, signs and symptoms, and treatment. Plus,

the most current information on the latest imaging technologies including 3-D reconstructions,

molecular imaging, and more, are included.Summary tables at the end of each chapter list

pathologies with the preferred imaging modality for each.UNIQUE! Discussions of correlative and

differential diagnoses explain the role of high-quality images in the diagnostic process.Trauma

chapter emphasizes the multi-system implications of traumatic injuries.Chapter outlines, objectives,

and key terms highlight the most important concepts within the chapter.Multiple-choice and

discussion questions at the end of each chapter, with answers in the appendix, provide an

opportunity to assess your learning.Chapter on the endocrine system discusses the role of

radiographic examination in diagnosing metabolic disease.Updated radiographs and illustrations

offer a more representative sample of various pathologies including nuclear medicine, PET, and

sonography provide a more comprehensive look at identifying pathologies with medical

imaging.Revised chapter order reflects the way a radiographic pathology course is typically

taught.Discussions of cutting-edge technology provide you with the most up-to-date information on

3-D reconstructions, PET imaging, molecular imaging, monoclonal antibody technology, advances

in cardiac imaging, and fusion technologies.
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Okay, there may be a very, very limited audience for this text book but if you need it, this is likely the

best choice.The book covers about 90% of the conditions you might image but the remainder will

probably not be seen by most readers.It loses a star due to the variable coverage of the disorders.

Some tunnel deep while others get an intro then a rushed coverage. Actually only a half star.

We had to purchase this book for one of our classes. and out of 28 people 28 of their books fell

apart within the first month. The pages just came on bound and would fall out piece by piece.

Everyone had purchased their books from different retailers so the stores cannot be to blame. Just

poor quality and control.

I had to buy this book for class and loved how this book was organized. It made it a lot easier to

actually learn the material, not to mention that I loved the questions at the end of the chapter which

made it easier to study. There is one pitfall to buying this book though. It literally falls apart the more

you use it, the pages literally fall out of the book.

The book itself fell apart. I mean that the cover came off and the pages unglued from one another.

This was the case for everyone in my class as well. I had to drill holes in it and keep it together with

washers, nuts and bolts.

This book is 90% broken in the spine when I open it. But it was described as very good condition. It

is not truthful. I felt like been robbed. Also, the book has been over highlighted. Therefore, I have

hard time to trust the used book anymore. Very sad in Houston.

I bought this one month ago for my radiography class. The school decides to use a different edition .

The new edition is : Comprehensive Radiographic Pathology .So I have to buy the new edition. This

is the reason I am reselling the book again.This book was bought brand new. It is still in very good

shape.

Ordered this book for my radiographic program at college. Great reading and helpful in my



schooling. beneficial to my program

Book was in excellent condition. I'm so happy I didn't have to spend a lot of money on such a great

helpful book.
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